THE ANTI-CHRIST PRACTICE
OF THE
OHIO ADULT PAROLE BOARD

"Give light, and the people will find their own way."
(Scripps Family TV Broadcast motto)

By
Monsieur Christopher Poree

"Human law must rest its authority ultimately upon the Authority of Divine Law. Far from being rivals, or enemies, religion and law are twin sisters, friends, and mutual assistants. Indeed, these two sciences run into each other."

** James Wilson **
Signer of both the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution
Original Justice on the Supreme Court

I am a 57 year-old "Colored man," according to my handwritten certified birth certificate. And this time I’ve been incarcerated without relief since I was captured in Atlanta Georgia, in 1989. But the past 19 of my years in prison, have been served for “the great state of Ohio.” In an effort to finally better understand myself, and my past bad decisions, about 21 years ago I set-out on a quest for knowledge that not many people can afford the “time” to seek. And in the course of that quest I have discovered and accomplished an unprecedented “habilitation” that none of today’s so-called prison (re)-habilitation programs can claim to deliver, and achieve. (You cannot “re”-habilitate those who have never been “habilitated” in the first place.) I’ve learned mystical, moral, secret, practical, ethical, academic, religious, about magic, philosophical, and esoteric spiritual information that is essential for one to know, in order to navigate one’s way through everyday-life. Fundamental religious and spiritual information that is
indispensable to our practice of politics, business, and justice, etc. And everything I’ve learned, and learned about, boils down to the GOD-intended importance of mainstream ministers “hammering home” the absolute significance of using the Law of Christ to govern our practice of World Relations, Politics, Business, and Justice etc., which DOES NOT violate the separation of Church and State. Following, is the New Law of Christ: “(A man asked Jesus) Master, which is the great commandment in the Law? Jesus said unto him, THOU SHALT LOVE THE LORD THY GOD WITH ALL THY HEART, AND WITH ALL THY SOUL, AND WITH ALL THY MIND. This is the first and great commandment. And the second is like unto it, THOU SHALT LOVE THY NEIGHBOUR AS THYSELF. On these two commandments hang all the Law and the prophets.”—Matthew 22:36-40. This New Commandment replaces the authority of the old Ten Commandments issued to Moses in the Old Testament of the Bible. And the Christ-intended definition of a “Neighbour” is: “3. A fellow human”.

There are more than 300 million Americans. An estimated 224.4 million of us are Christian. And a clear majority of us are Christian because we sincerely want to honor the correct teachings of Christ in our lives. Therefore, my revelations either coincide with, or, are firmly based upon scripture from the staple King James Version of the Bible. Today, I know what I know, and this— “Service Article” — written in “my voice,” portrays what I’ve learned and understand about the anti-Christ practice of the Ohio adult parole board members—hereafter also identified as the “APB.”

While watching television one day in the summer of 2013, I witnessed what I understand to be a demonstration of three demonic energies named Revenge, Un-forgiveness, and Hatred, on the evening news. About 30-years ago a fellow convict made the mistake of killing a police officer. And still today, the family of the deceased is celebrating their desire for unrelenting Revenge etc. They were on television to let the public know they had successfully petitioned the parole board to deny forgiveness, and freedom, to the now 60-plus year-old former sinner, and present-day slave—a man affectionately known to us as the beloved and beautiful Muslim brother Jamaal, but known to prison officials as inmate Graham#137-967. And that’s when I realized that somebody has got to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help me GOD, about what the APB is doing, and why. Like the slave masters on plantations also “legally” did once upon a time in America, today the APB is destroying, and keeping divided, fellow human beings and our innocent families, for the APB’s personal profit and worse—for revenge. Here’s the situation:

Under the old law in Ohio—prior to the enactment of Senate Bill 2 in 1996—those convicted in a court of law were given what’s called “indeterminate sentences” with “tails.” For example, an elected
judge would sentence someone to serve a 5 to 25 year prison term for, say, armed robbery, or rape etc. The "25 years" being the "tail," of such a sentence. And for decades up until 1996, after demonstrating good conduct, and successfully completing "the system's" version of "rehabilitation programs," one typically served about 5 years (or less) of such a sentence, before being released on parole. Those who served more time on such a sentence, usually did-so for getting into repeated and/or serious trouble while in prison—e.g. stabblings, extortion and/or rape etc.

Of the approximately 50,000 people housed in Ohio's prisons today, according to the Department of Corrections January 2013 Census Report there are (now only about) 4,613 of us "old law prisoners" left in Ohio's prisons. And out of 50,000 prisoners, we 4,613 are the ONLY ones, over whom the APB has the (legally unregulated) authority to whimsically decide whether we may have our freedom. One of the reasons for this is, under Senate Bill 2—also called the "Truth in Sentencing" law—beginning in 1996 the authority to decide when a person is released from prison was (rightfully) placed in the hands of our elected and tax-paid judges. Meaning, for example, under the new law, a courtroom-judge sentences one to serve a now flat 5, or 10-or-more years in prison—depending on the offense etc. And when that sentence is expired, the prisoner is simply released from prison. No decision from the parole board needed. But this new "Truth in Sentencing" law also put the parole board jobs in jeopardy of becoming extinct, when the time came that the last "old law prisoner" is paroled. Therefore, to keep their pay checks coming from Ohio Taxpayers, the APB is trying to keep as many of us 4,613 (now Senior Citizens) in prison, for as long as they can continue "getting-away with it" ... as criminal endeavors usually go.

Moreover, there's a racial element involved here. As we've often seen displayed toward our 44th President of these United States of America, Barack H. Obama—there are still some old-and-die-hard racist people, and institutions, in "America the beautiful." People, and places, wherein the popular opinion remains the same that the United States Supreme Court Justice, Taney, in 1856, observed in Dred Scott v. Sanford— "That the Negro [has] no rights which the white man is bound to respect." And today the spirit of that "matter of fact" is alive and well in the practice of parole hearings conducted on us estimated 4,613—the majority of whom, I daresay, are Negro.

Michelle Alexander—a professor at Ohio State University, and Author of: "The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness," opened our eyes to a lot. And being pseudo-judges in our American version of Dred Scott, Treyvon Martin, Maria Alexander, and Jim Crow-style "justice"—I can understand that the APB has been trapped in the tunnel vision of our present-day "Judicial Dark Age." Therefore, the APB has never been educated to see and experience how spiritually important it is for the health of our communities, and how personally beneficial it is for all judges, to
simply do the "right" and therefore "just" thing, with their power over peoples’ lives. So—to help them find their way, I’ll begin this illumination by giving the definition of a couple of words that you’ll understand the reason for, when you read the short paragraph thereafter.

- **Motto:** “A maxim adopted as an expression of one’s guiding principle.”
- **Maxim:** “A principle or rule of conduct.”

In 1959, a law passed by the General Assembly adopted as Ohio’s new motto, the following scripture conveyed to us by Christ: “...With GOD all things are possible.” —Matthew 19:26. And it is in the spirit of this Scripture, Motto, and Maxim, that I present this case before GOD and “man.”

The APB has a “legal department” full of reasons why the outdated function of them deciding one’s freedom still exists for a few, and not for all others. But both the APB, and we, know that we “old-law prisoners” are the primary and continuing reason for them still getting a paycheck. And to add insult to injury—to justify to the public their dastardly plot to retain their very high-paying but outdated jobs—in the minds of the predominately Christian-American Public the APB has labeled us 4,613 as being “The worst of the worst.” But they’re wrong about that too, and following is a couple of reasons why:

First, most of us **Baby-Boomers** are Classy Ladies (housed in the Ohio State Reformatory for Women etc.) and Gentlemen, who are now at the settled and mature age of being eligible for **AARP-Membership**. Some of us had already been in prison for up to 20-and-more years **before** the enactment of **Senate Bill 2 in 1996**. And guilty as charged or not, ALL of us are formerly wayward Soul’s who long-ago got caught-up in one thing or another as a result of either (an addiction to) drugs, the spirit of **Passion**, a bad decision, desperation, or need etc., which lead to us being convicted of either a murder, a sex offense, or some other wrongdoing. Offenses that are as old as Cain killing Able in the beginning of the Bible’s history. There’s nothing new under the Sun. In fact, by definition the following four words describe the **exact** same acts: **Crime, Sin, Fault, and Wrongdoing.** Human nature hasn’t changed a-bit, since GOD created “it” to serve HIS purpose in the Grand Scheme of our Mental, Emotional, Spiritual, and Biological evolution.

Second, to my knowledge NONE of us 4,613 is guilty of the Oklahoma bombing, nor of the more recent bombing at the Boston marathon in the year 2013. We are certainly not guilty of hijacking and steering commercial jets into the former twin towers in New York etc. None of us were slave owners. And **absolutely**—none of us is a “Hitler.” So—**The worst of the worst** is NOT a label that the APB can brand on any of us 4,613 **slaves**, for the covert purpose of justifying to the public, what is actually their diabolical psychological manipulation of words, for job longevity.
Another reason the APB has the (legally unregulated) authority to whimsically decide whether we may have our freedom is, Ohio Lawmakers allow this financial drain of Taxpayers money. Considering the budget accountability that we’ve all been forced to realize, and adjust for, there’s a good cause for Ohio Taxpayers to demand that our elected State Lawmakers retire the APB from that corrupt “shyster-style” job. Fortunate they have been for these past 17 years, that nobody has questioned why Ohio Taxpayers have struggled to put food on their own tables, and gasoline in their cars, but are paying their hard-earned tax-money to support the outdated government agency called Ohio Adult Parole Authority and its massive support-staff (including lawyers)—amounting to well over about 2 million dollars-a-year. All for the APB to redundantly do a (so-called) “job” that Taxpayers already pay elected judges to do. On top of that, Taxpayers are paying for the APB to do a job under the authority of a “law” that no longer applies in Ohio! But legally robbing Ohio Taxpayers is not the first and only time, and way, that parole board members have been allowed to get-away with committing crimes.

The APB has published the OHIO PAROLE HANDBOOK – JANUARY 2013, essentially to help us 4,613 slaves to come to terms with the so-to-speak “guidelines” by which they purport to judge whether each of us may have our freedom. A freedom that could be purchased once upon a time for about Ten-Thousand dollars, by families who could afford it, (if not today?) (This is recorded in the Parole Board’s criminal history). “Therefore thou art inexcusable, O man, whosoever thou art that judgest: for wherein thou judgest another, thou condemnest thyself; for thou that judgest doeth the same things.”—Romans 2:1.

And in that HANDBOOK, they have all-but clearly admitted that their BEST methods for judging whether we 4,613 deserve our freedom, amount to little-more than the human-nature of their personal opinion of us, which is obviously biased. Naturally, the APB does not have the ability of Christ to “Look upon on the heart of a man” for the truth, they claim to seek. So here’s a combination of Academic and corresponding Spiritual “Judicious Education” about the APB, us, and all other Earthlings. Again, I’ll begin by giving you the definition of some “key words” to help you to better put into perspective, the Knowledge and Wisdom quoted thereafter.

Pardon: “1. To release from punishment; exempt from penalty.”

2. Patient endurance
3. Abstaining from the enforcement of a right.”

Fault: “1. A defect or imperfection.
2. Something wrongly done; wrongdoing.”

Wax: “A fit of anger.” (As used in the Bible, and in the immediately following quote.)
“Pardon’s the word to all. Whatever folly men commit, be their shortcomings and vices what they may, let us exercise forbearance: remembering that when these faults appear in others; it is our (own) follies and vices that we behold. They are the shortcomings of humanity, to which we all belong; whose faults, one and all, we share; yes, even those very faults at which we now wax so very indignant, merely because they have not yet appeared in ourselves. They are faults that do not lie on the surface. But they exist down there in the depths of our (human) nature; and should anything call them forth, they will come and show themselves, just as we now see them in others. One man, it is true, may have faults that are absent in his fellow (man); and it is undeniable that the sum total of bad qualities is in some cases very large; for the difference of individuality between man and man passes all measure.”

** Arthur Schopenhauer **
(1788-1860)
German Philosopher

{Borrowed from the excellent book titled: From “Superman” to Man, By: J. A. Rogers}

Now, I will expand on Mr. Schopenhauer’s information, but from the spiritual point of view. “Know ye not that ye are the temple of GOD, and that the Spirit of GOD dwelleth in you?” —1st Corinthians 3:16.

Under the influence of a combination of ignorance and “hypnosis” (for our own good), WE believe that what WE see when we look into a mirror is who WE are. However, what we see in the mirror is the “automatically-mobile flesh vehicle” that WE are inside of right now, this time. Imagine this as your flesh body sitting in a metal “car or automobile.” Now, I’ve explained that, to tell you this: Scripture confirms that each of us is “born into sin.” However, what we haven’t been taught to realize is, the “sin” that WE—as Intelligent-Spirit or Soul’s are “born” into, is this “human” body—which is endowed with “its” own human nature and desires. A (wicked) nature that the Bible also clearly explains is contrary to, and constantly battling with, our Spiritual Nature. “For the flesh lusteth against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh: and these two are contrary the one to the other: so that ye cannot do the things that ye would.” —Galatians 5:17. (You may recall this constant “battle” between good and evil going-on inside of each of us, depicted in either movies, commercials, or cartoons, as a devil on one shoulder of a person, and an angel on the other—each encouraging the “person” to heed its advice.) In other words, from the spiritual realm every “human” being has the potential to be a murderer, a terrorist, a child molester/sex offender, a Hitler, and on-and-on. Each of our human “being” is our very own “devil” so-to-speak, which WE (Soul’s) keep descending to Earth in order to “give life to,” until we learn
to master the human nature. From the Bible, following is OUR CREATOR’S version of the information shared with us by Mr. Schopenhauer:

"BRETHREN, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such an one in the spirit of meekness; considering thyself, lest thou also be tempted. Bear ye one another’s burdens, and so fulfill the Law of Christ (to love one another). For if a man think himself to be something, (meaning, better than, or above someone else), when he is nothing, he deceiveth himself."—Galatians 6:1-3

Restore: “1. To return to original status, place, or condition. [Restore=Rehabilitate, in a Thesaurus]

Burden: “2a. Something that is emotionally difficult to bear.
   2b. A source of great worry or stress; weight.”

And the reason that people deceive themselves whenever they think they are better than, or above any other Earthling, is because he, or she, has not yet invested the time to learn and understand from the (Christian) “Book of Life” that:

“BLESSDED IS THE MAN TO WHOM THE LORD WILL NOT IMPUTE SIN.”

** Romans 4:8 **

Impute: “To assign as a characteristic.”

Sin: “A wicked act or wicked behavior: crime.”

In other words, the above scripture confirms that: “GOD makes some men do wicked or criminal things” in order to serve HIS over-all purpose in the scheme of “life.” For example, contrary to traditional and uneducated belief, the Apostle Judas did not want to betray Jesus. But the sacrifice of Jesus was necessary in order for us Gentiles to be made worthy of salvation in the Eye’s of GOD. There would be no Christians today, if Judas had not been compelled by GOD to betray Jesus. (To find another little-talked-about example of GOD’S power, read Exodus 4:10-11). This (Romans 4:8) “discovery” gives new meaning to that old saying: “But for the grace of GOD, there go I.” Still in other words, it is only by the Grace of GOD that the parole board members, prison employees, Ohio Lawmakers, and you reading this information etc., are not in prison right this minute for, say, murder (of a policeman), a sex offense, or some other wrongdoing(s). Waiting—like we 4,613 are now, for mercy and forgiveness from the parole board, from State lawmakers, from surviving victims, and from society-at-large in this predominately Christian Nation.

Gentile: “1a. One who is not of the Jewish faith.
   2 . A Christian
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Mercy:  
"1. Compassionate or kindly forbearance shown to an offender.  
2. Compassionate treatment, esp. of those under one's power; clemency."

Forgive:  
"1. To excuse for a fault or an offense.  
2. To renounce anger or resentment against.  
3. To pardon an offense or an offender."

"But this people who knoweth not the Law (of Love) are cursed."
** John 7:49 **

So what does it profit any of us to love and forgive especially those "offenders" or "sinners" who've harmed us in any way? Well—briefly, in order to attract to ourselves the sacred spiritual energies that in turn attract to us good "luck," good people, good health, and so-on—we must fight (and succeed) against the oftentimes overwhelming temptation to Think, to Feel, and to Physically Act unjustly toward others—no matter what wrongs they have done in the past. Martin Luther King Jr. is one who demonstrated this character in the face of beatings, hangings of Negros, church bombings, and other violence from the Ku Klux Klan and law enforcement. (Which speaks to the reason why African-Americans have "passed-down" the fear of police, in many cases.)

When Christ commanded us to Love and forgive each other, in His parable-way of speaking He was warning us NOT to give-in to the seductive "serpent" powers of Desire and Temptation to Hate, to Discriminate, to seek Revenge, and to be Un-forgiving toward them who do us wrong. And following is two of the reasons why:

First, Mystic Christianity teaches that our "Thoughts," "Feelings," and "Physical Actions," are each "vehicles" — things that other "things" travel in, or travel through. "The thought of foolishness is a sin: and the scorners is an abomination to men." —Proverb 24:9.

- Scorn: "1a. Contempt or disdain felt toward a person...considered despicable or unworthy.  
  2. To reject or refuse with derision."

Hate, Revenge, and Un-forgiveness, are three of the many types of negative Intelligent-Energy who commonly seek to express themselves through the vehicles of our Thoughts, Feelings, and Physical Actions. And when those negative intelligent-energies succeed—conquering the Energy or Spirit of Love within us—(or when the "devil" on our shoulder defeats the angel on the other shoulder), the Karma of that "action" attracts malefic energies to our "person," and to our immediate environment—bringing with them, all of the negativity that comes with "them." (Bad luck, bad health, bad or evil people, crime etc.) Just like there are consequences for breaking the laws of man— noted above are but a few of the Karmic consequences (acknowledged in Galatians 6:7)—that we subject ourselves to suffer
for breaking the Law of Love Commanded by GOD, through Christ. These “battles” between Love, Hate, and Forgiveness etc.—and the appropriate Karmic response—are happening at every level in life between individuals, among groups, in communities, and entire nations. And the ENERGY produced from these battles affect absolutely everyone and everything—including many of our (nation’s) weather events. From the Spiritual Hierarchy we learn that: “There are connections between the negative forces generated by humanity and what happens in nature. Many natural disasters are responses to human activities. The energy behind all acts of nature and all mental acts is one.”

Second, under the Authority and Reign of Christ, there is no place for the unholy and anti-Christ acts of revenge, and un-forgiveness, that are permitted and “worshipped” under the cloak and color of mans law which, in this case, is cleverly disguised as mans legal allowance of victims impact statements and participation in matters of court proceedings and parole consideration.

In very strong words, Christ gives us “The View” that He has, about us choosing to honor the laws of “man” that are contrary to the New Law/Commandment of GOD. “Well hath E-sa’-ias prophesied of you hypocrites, as it is written, THIS PEOPLE HONORETH ME WITH THEIR LIPS, BUT THEIR HEART IS FAR FROM ME. HOWBEIT IN VAIN DO THEY WORSHIP ME, TEACHING FOR DOCTRINES THE COMMANDMENTS OF MEN.” —MARK 7:6-9.

Over 2,000 years ago Christ canceled the practice of “Eye for an eye” revenge, which was only allowed during the days of the Old Testament. “Ye have heard that it hath been said, AN EYE FOR AN EYE AND A TOOTH FOR A TOOTH: But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.”—Matthew 5:38-39. But because we have not yet been taught to understand the mystic science behind the reason for Christ instructing us to “turn the other cheek,” our human nature compels us to reject that instruction—which causes us more misery down the road—Karma, for which we are not yet educated to “connect the dots” in order to realize. In fact, except for that which supports the Law of Love—NOTHING in the Bible’s Old Testament has more authority today than Christ, and the Law of Love. A full and formal education in the Law of Love is the Holy Grail of “Habilitation” for EVERYONE—beginning in K-12, and now in Colleges/Universities, Political and Business Training Programs, Prison Habilitation, and so-on.

“For a just man falleth seven times, and riseth up again…”—Proverb 24:16. An Asian Proverb reads: “Fall seven times, rise eight.” And finally, as the (Christian) song goes: “We (4,613) fall down, but we get up. For a saint is but a sinner who fell down…”

And so it is by the Authority of Christ, and the Commandment from GOD to Love your neighbours, that we 4,613 now implore you parole board members, lawmakers, surviving victims, and the
whole of “America,” to give this “Spiritual Guideline” the infinite weight that OUR CREATOR intends you to, when RE-considering us—your GOD-given neighbours—for our freedom from prison. Right now, “Ohio” is in direct violation of our 14th Amendment rights to the “Equal Protection” not to be punished more harshly than those who are sentenced under Senate Bill 2 for the exact same offenses that we are in prison for. We (4,613) Negro, Latino, Asian, Caucasian, Muslim, Christian, Judaic, and Buddhist, etc. prisoners—who are confirmed in the 13th Amendment of the Constitution to still be SLAVES, pray that the GOD-fearing of you will conform to the Wisdom and instruction provided herein, and habilitate your Thinking, your Feeling, and your Actions, by first...

“Trust[jing] in the LORD with all thine heart: and lean not unto thine own understanding. In all thy ways acknowledge HIM, and HE shall direct thy paths.”—Proverb 3:5-6.

And then...

“Withhold not good from them to whom it is due, when it is in the power of thine hand to do it. Say not unto thy neighbour, Go, and come again, and to morrow I will give thee (thy freedom); when thou hast it by thee.”—Proverb 3:27-28.

And finally in the timeless spirit of “Letting Freedom Ring,” we call upon the GOD-ENERGY in the Mystic Science of the living words that were once summoned to serve one of Humanity’s Elder Brothers—Moses—who, on behalf of GOD ALMIGHTY, commanded that which I now echo:

“LET MY PEOPLE GO!!!”

Matthew 25:34-46 reminds us how strongly Christ feels about “ministering” to prisoners. And the Christ-intended definition of Minister is: “1. To attend to the needs and wants of others.” We 4,613 want our freedom. In Luke 11:23, Christ says: “He that is not with Me is against Me.” (No if’s, and's, but’s, or two-ways about it.) Meaning, that those of us who are not honoring the New Commandment of GOD for us to Love and Forgive one-another—is against Christ. Or in other words, is Anti-Christ.

“If a man say, I love GOD, and hateth his brother, he is a liar: for he that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love GOD whom he hath not seen? And this commandment have we from him, That he who loveth GOD love his brother also.”—1st John 4:20-21.

• Brother: “2b. (also) A fellow human.”

The beloved Nelson Mandela encouraged a nation to forgive an entire criminal government. Is it too much to ask a nation of now better educated Christians, and other “Love-Minded” Americans, to forgive us 4,613? Complimenting the observation made by James Wilson, the nation’s beloved Martin Luther King Jr. also reminded us that: “No Law that does not Square with the Law of GOD is moral.